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Primates explore the visual world through the use of saccadic eye movements. Neuronal activity in the hippocampus, a structure known to be essential for memory, is modulated by this saccadic activity, but the relationship between visual exploration through saccades and memory formation is not well understood. Here, we identify a link between theta-band (3–12 Hz) oscillatory activity in the hippocampus and saccadic activity in monkeys performing a recognition memory task. As monkeys freely explored novel images, saccades produced a theta-band phase reset, and the reliability of this phase reset was predictive of subsequent recognition. In addition, enhanced theta-band power before stimulus onset predicted stronger stimulus encoding. Together, these data suggest that hippocampal theta-band oscillations act in concert with active exploration in the primate and possibly serve to establish the optimal conditions for stimulus encoding.

The use of saccadic eye movements to acquire information about the surrounding environment is perhaps the most conspicuous example of exploratory behavior in the primate. This behavior provides a mechanism for parsing incoming information into discrete, stable segments (i.e., snapshots of individual elements comprising a complex visual scene, allowing time for sufficient processing to occur before moving to the next fixation target). This mechanism of actively sampling sensory information from the environment may be similar to the behaviors engaged in by rodents exploring their environment through such activities as sniffing and whisking. Specifically, the fixation period following each saccade may be homologous to the period of incoming sensory information accompanying each sniff cycle in the rodent (1). Recently, it has been suggested that motor behaviors associated with information gathering are integral to the “active sensing” process in natural behavior (2). It is plausible that there may exist certain common neuronal elements across species that are associated with active sensing processes, such that the neuronal mechanisms underlying the encoding of information are intimately connected with the motor activities involved in acquiring that information.

In many mammalian species, voluntary, exploratory behaviors are often associated with theta-band activity, a prominent 3- to 12-Hz oscillatory activity in the hippocampus and other limbic structures. This activity has been studied extensively in the rodent hippocampus (3–5), but it has also been described in bats (6), cats (7), and, more recently, humans (8–11). In rodents, theta appears to show close temporal relationships with running (3, 12) and sniffing (13), suggesting an association between theta and the rate of sensory input. Although hippocampal theta has been identified in anesthetized monkeys (14), the lack of a clear demonstration of hippocampal theta in awake monkeys has been attributed to the fact that the recording methods typically require immobile, head-affixed monkeys, in contrast to rodent studies using freely moving animals (15). However, it is possible that exploration through saccadic eye movements may approximate the sensory acquisition that rodents engage in as they explore their physical environment. Accordingly, we examined hippocampal activity related to visual exploration and memory formation in monkeys performing a free-viewing visual recognition memory task.

Results

Behavioral Results. We recorded hippocampal activity in two rhesus monkeys performing the visual preferential looking task (VPLT) (16–18) (Fig. 1A). In each recording session, monkeys were presented with 200 novel complex stimuli (11° × 11° in size) on a computer screen. Each stimulus was presented twice during a given session, with up to 8 intervening stimuli between successive presentations. The eye movements of the monkeys were measured, and each stimulus remained on the screen until the monkey’s gaze moved off the stimulus or for a maximum of 5 s. Fig. 1B depicts an example of a monkey’s eye movements during the first (“novel,” yellow trace) and second (“repeat,” blue trace) presentations of a stimulus. Monkeys demonstrated recognition memory by spending less time exploring the stimulus when it was repeated compared with when it was novel. Across 45 sessions, the monkeys demonstrated robust recognition memory performance. There was a significant decrease in looking time for the repeated presentation (average looking times for novel and repeat trials were 2.7 s and 0.8 s, respectively; paired t test, P < 0.001; Fig. 1C). To control for varying interest in individual stimuli, recognition memory performance was calculated as the difference in looking time between presentations expressed as a percentage of the amount of time the monkey spent looking at the first presentation of each stimulus. The median reduction in looking time was 70.7% (67.3% in monkey A and 72.8% in monkey B; Fig. 1D). Similar tasks examining recognition memory through preference for novelty have been shown to depend on the integrity of the hippocampus in rodents, monkeys, and humans (19–22). Because the task involves minimal training and the monkeys are not explicitly rewarded for viewing the pictures, the behavior thus measured may approximate natural exploratory activity.

Saccadic Modulation of Hippocampal Firing Rates. We recorded single-unit activity and local field potentials (LFPs) from a total of 114 locations in the hippocampal formation of two rhesus monkeys (58 from monkey A and 56 from monkey B, primarily in the anterior hippocampal formation; recording locations are provided in ref. 18). Many units exhibited clear modulation of firing activity surrounding each saccade (Fig. 1E). Because this response was variable in time across units and was often biphasic in nature, we tested this modulation statistically using a template matching procedure (23), which allowed us to examine the consistency of the firing response pattern following each saccade.
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Based on this analysis, the spike patterns of 58 (44%) of 131 single units were predictable across individual saccades to a degree that was significantly greater than chance (test of proportions, $P < 0.01$). This proportion is in agreement with previously reported saccadic modulation in the monkey medial temporal lobe (MTL) (23, 24). In addition, we compared the incidence of saccade-modulated neurons with that of neurons that were significantly responsive to the onset of visual stimuli (16), and we found no correlation between the two distributions (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, $\rho = 0.09$; $P > 0.1$), indicating that the tendency of neurons to show saccade modulation was not simply a reflection of visual sensitivity.

**Theta-Band Activity in Hippocampal LFPs.** Power spectral analysis of hippocampal LFPs during VPLT blocks revealed the presence of peaks throughout the theta frequency range (3–12 Hz), with the most prominent of these peaks occurring between 8 and 11 Hz (Fig. 1F and Fig. S1). The median saccade rate (5.1 Hz; Fig. S2) was outside the range of the peak hippocampal theta power observed in these data, yet it was within the 3- to 12-Hz theta band. Visual inspection of LFP signals revealed that unlike the long, continuous trains of oscillations seen in the rodent hippocampus during “active states,” oscillatory activity occurred in intermittent bouts separated by desynchronized, nontheta activity, similar to the activity previously described in the human hippocampus (8). Previous studies have evaluated the incidence of oscillatory components in continuous LFP data using the $P_{episode}$ measure (8, 25–27), which detects episodes of oscillatory activity exceeding amplitude and duration thresholds at each frequency of interest while ignoring the transient voltage fluctuations that may accompany artifacts or evoked potentials. We used this method to detect bouts of oscillatory activity in the theta frequency range that exceeded three cycles in duration and determined the incidence of these bouts across blocks of the VPLT. Four example bouts are depicted in Fig. 1F (Upper). The regular rhythmicity of these example oscillatory episodes was confirmed by calculating autocorrelograms of the LFP contained within each epoch, which revealed prominent oscillations in the 8- to 11-Hz range (Fig. 1G). Bouts of theta oscillations occurred with a median bout duration of 508 ms and a median interbout interval of 1,194 ms (Fig. S3). The average theta $P_{episode}$ across LFPs, taken across all components of the VPLT, was 0.24 ± 0.01. Similar measures, albeit with a lower incidence of bouts, were obtained from data recorded during a calibration task that monkeys performed during alternate blocks with the VPLT (SI Methods). As an additional measure to assess the prevalence of detected oscillations in particular frequency bands, the mean $P_{episode}$ of each LFP at each frequency was evaluated against the background value of 0.05, or 5%, using a two-tailed $t$ test [$P < 0.0014$, after applying the Bonferroni correction (25)]. The resulting distribution reveals a majority of significantly high $P_{episode}$ values across LFPs falling within the range of 8–11 Hz (Fig. S4), indicating that bouts of oscillatory activity are most prevalent within this frequency band across hippocampal LFPs.

**Saccade-Triggered Phase Reset of Hippocampal Theta.** Previous work in rodents and humans has shown that ongoing theta oscillations undergo a phase reset during salient events (e.g., stimulus onset) in certain memory tasks (28–30), suggesting that phase-locking of hippocampal theta to incoming sensory information is an important element of stimulus processing during encoding. Only neural events for which there is an increase in phase concentration without a concurrent change in power at the dominant frequency meet the criteria for a “true” phase reset (31–33). The former requirement may be assessed through multiple means, including the observation of oscillatory activity in the postevent signal after averaging across multiple events (i.e., ref. 28), or through the calculation of phase concentration in the form of the
Rayleigh statistic, after deriving the phase at the frequency of interest using the Hilbert transform (i.e., ref. 34). To assess the relationship between theta oscillations and saccades, we first examined hippocampal LFPs around the saccade to the center fixation cross that was presented at the start of each VPLT trial. Only trials in which no saccades occurred within 600 ms before, or 1,000 ms after, the saccade to the center cross were included (SI Methods). These trials were divided into “presaccade” and “postsaccade” periods, with the former consisting of the 600-ms period leading up to saccade onset and the latter consisting of 600 ms following a 400-ms “buffer” period immediately after saccade onset. The buffer period was included to account for any visually evoked voltage response driven by the appearance of the center cross. To assess the degree of pre- and post-saccade phase consistency across trials, we examined LFP signals in two ways: at the single-trial level (Fig. 2A, Upper) and after calculating the trial-averaged LFP (Fig. 2A, Lower). We observed an increased tendency of trial-averaged LFPs to display oscillatory activity in the postsaccade period compared with the presaccade period, similar to the increased poststimulus oscillatory activity seen in trial-averaged LFPs in the rodent hippocampus (28). Power spectra were calculated for the pre- and poststimulus periods for single-trial LFP signals and for the trial-averaged LFPs. Theta power in individual trials was not significantly different post- vs. presaccade compared with presaccese (Fig. 2B, Upper), indicating that each individual saccade did not evoke a change in theta power in the LFP. However, theta power was significantly higher in the postsaccade period than in the presaccade period in the trial-averaged signal (Fig. 2B, Lower; P < 0.01). This postsaccade increase in theta-band activity in the averaged LFP, but not the LFP taken from individual trials, suggests that ongoing theta oscillations in the primate hippocampus undergo a reset to a consistent phase following saccadic eye movements, producing event-locked oscillatory patterns in the average signal post-saccade. The prolonged time course of this effect (which outlasts a typical evoked response that may be present in the trial-averaged LFP signal) further argues in favor of a phase reset of ongoing oscillatory activity rather than an additive evoked response. Further evidence supporting a phase reset after saccade onset comes from the calculation of the Rayleigh statistic (35), which compares the distribution of phases across fixation periods against a uniform (random) distribution at each time point relative to saccade onset. Average Rayleigh statistic values for theta-filtered (6–12 Hz) LFPs were higher during the postsaccade period than during the presaccade period (Fig. S5; P < 0.01), indicating a higher degree of phase concentration during the fixation period following saccade onset. A similar analysis performed on LFP data taken from the calibration task did not show similar saccade-related changes in power and phase (Fig. S6 and SI Methods), indicating that this effect was specific to saccades made in anticipation of an exploratory state.

Modulation of the phase of theta may have important implications for cognition, as demonstrated in some studies of hippocampal long-term potentiation (36–38) and sensory processing (34, 39). For example, neural activity in the hippocampus may be influenced by theta phase in such a way that re-setting to an “ideal” phase on saccade initiation may set up the optimal conditions for plasticity, and thus memory formation. Accordingly, we next considered whether there was any relationship between theta phase reset after saccades and memory formation as measured in the VPLT. Due to the relatively short duration of fixation periods during naturalistic viewing compared with cued fixation, we focused on the 200-ms period immediately following each saccade the monkeys made as they explored the visual stimuli during novel trials. We limited our analysis to novel trials in which the monkey made at least three saccades during exploration of the image, with all resultant postsaccade fixation periods lasting at least 200 ms. LFPs were filtered in the 3- to 12-Hz theta band, and the time-resolved phase of the filtered signal was calculated using the Hilbert transform. This phase distribution was averaged within each LFP channel for each of two memory conditions: the 30 stimuli for which the monkey showed the best subsequent recognition memory (“high recognition” (i.e., largest percentage of reduction in looking time for repeated stimuli]) and the 30 stimuli for which the monkey showed the worst subsequent recognition memory (“low recognition”). These trials represented, on average, the upper and lower 30.8% of the stimuli within a recording session that met the inclusion criteria. While both conditions showed similar latencies to the first saccade and intersaccade intervals, high recognition trials were significantly longer, and thus contained more saccades, than low recognition trials (Table S1); therefore, only the first three postsaccade fixation periods were analyzed for each trial. The phase distribution for both conditions showed a high degree of organization during the postsaccade period; in other words, at any given time point, the phase was highly predictable across fixation periods (Fig. 3B). This change in oscillatory phase was not accompanied by a concomitant increase in power (Fig. S7), supporting the hypothesis that this shift in phase at saccade onset represents a phase reset (31–33), similar to that seen with prestimulus saccades. However, the reliability of theta phase following saccade that occurred during image viewing was variable across memory conditions, with high recognition trials showing greater post-saccade phase specificity than low recognition trials (Fig. 3A and C). Rayleigh statistic values for each LFP tended to be higher during the postsaccade fixation period in the high recognition condition than in the low recognition condition (Fig. 3D). For each LFP, we calculated the difference between memory conditions of the average Rayleigh statistic value in the 40- to 200-ms time window after saccade onset; the distribution of differences across LFPs was significantly greater than zero (sign test, P < 0.01; Fig. 3E). This time window of significant modulation by memory condition represents times at which the LFP theta phase was significantly more consistent, or predictable, during the encoding

Fig. 2. Saccade-triggered phase reset of hippocampal theta. (A) Example LFP traces (Upper) and trial-averaged LFP (Lower) aligned to saccade onset during the prestimulus fixation period. Theta oscillations show phase alignment across trials during the last 600 ms of the fixation period (represented by the green scale bar), which translates to visible theta oscillations in the trial-averaged LFP during the same time period. (Scale bar = 600 ms.) (B) Theta (6.7–11.6 Hz) power calculated across all single trials (Upper) and for each trial-averaged signal (Lower) for presaccade (red) and postsaccade (green) periods. Theta power was significantly higher for the postsaccade period than for the presaccade period for the trial-averaged signals (P < 0.05) but not for the individual trial signals (P > 0.1).
of subsequently well-remembered stimuli than for poorly remembered stimuli. These data suggest that hippocampal theta phase resetting by saccades may contribute to memory formation.

**Prestimulus Theta-Band Power and Memory.** We next considered whether there was any relationship between modulations in theta-band power and recognition memory performance on the VPLT. In view of previous studies showing positive correlations between prestimulus theta in the human MTL and memory (40–42), we examined the possibility that the strength of theta-band activity during the baseline period leading up to stimulus onset might predict the strength of memory encoding. We calculated the power in the 3- to 20-Hz range for each LFP during the 800 ms before novel presentations of the 30 stimuli for which the monkey showed the best subsequent recognition memory (high recognition) and before novel presentations of the 30 stimuli for which the monkey showed the worst subsequent recognition memory (low recognition). These trials represented the upper and lower 22.2% of trials in terms of memory performance. In the representative example LFP power spectra shown in Fig. 4A and across the population (Fig. 4B), there was an enhancement in prestimulus theta power for trials with the best subsequent memory performance compared with trials with the worst subsequent memory performance. A nonparametric permutation test (43) revealed a cluster of significant memory modulation starting ~500 ms before stimulus onset, initially restricted within an 80- to 10-Hz band but gradually encompassing a larger frequency range (6–12 Hz) approaching stimulus onset. Due to the temporal smoothing inherent in this method, a poststimulus onset influence cannot be ruled out in the later part of this effect; therefore, the time-averaged power at 9 Hz was calculated for 444-ms windows immediately preceding and immediately following stimulus onset. In both windows, power was significantly higher for the high recognition condition than for the low recognition condition (P < 0.01; Fig. 4C). This result indicates that not only is there a true correlation between theta power immediately preceding stimulus onset and memory performance but that this prestimulus effect persists into at least the initial period of the stimulus presentation.

**Discussion**

In a naturalistic task of recognition memory through free viewing, we found that single neurons and LFPs in the primate hippocampus were modulated by saccades during visual exploration. Further, saccades produced a phase resetting of theta activity in the hippocampal LFP. Importantly, we observed significant effects on memory of prestimulus theta power and postsaccade theta phase variability during visual exploration. Together, these data suggest that modulations in hippocampal theta during exploratory behaviors may be important for memory storage in the primate hippocampus. Because the timing of neuronal spikes in the hippocampus is influenced by theta oscillations (9, 44–46), theta phase resetting could represent a mechanism by which stimulus-related activity in the hippocampus, in the form of neuronal firing, may be coordinated with ongoing behavior to optimize memory formation.

Previous studies of saccadic modulation in the primate hippocampus have drawn parallels between this modulation and theta activity in rodents (24, 47). Saccadic eye movements partition sensory input into discrete elements in much the same way that whisking and sniffing behaviors often associated with hippocampal theta in rodents, break up somatosensory and olfactory information, respectively (1). Furthermore, the modulation of hippocampal activity by saccadic eye movements is reminiscent of previous findings showing that theta in rodents becomes phase-synchronized with whisking and sniffing during exploration (13, 48). Although this relationship may exist only during certain behavioral states or only during the presence of sensory

---

**Fig. 3.** Postsaccade phase reliability during novel image exploration predicts subsequent recognition. (A) Phase distribution of an example theta-filtered LFP signal at 120 ms after saccade onset for the first three saccades in all high recognition (red) and low recognition (blue) conditions, in which 0° was defined as the trough of a theta cycle. (B) Raw (red) and theta (3–12 Hz) filtered (blue) segments from an example LFP showing resetting to a consistent phase following saccade onset. (C) Phase concentration for the 400-ms period centered on saccade onset for high recognition and low recognition conditions for the example LFP in A. White dashed lines mark the time point of the phase distribution shown in A. (D) Rayleigh statistic as a function of time relative to saccade onset for high recognition and low recognition conditions for the example LFP in A. The black solid line represents the threshold for significant (P < 0.01) deviation from a uniform phase distribution. (E) Rayleigh statistic values for the high recognition (x axis) and low recognition (y axis) trials for all LFPs (n = 74). Each point represents the average Rayleigh statistic value in the 40- to 200-ms time window after saccade onset across all fixation periods analyzed (n = 90 in each condition). Rayleigh statistic values were significantly higher for high recognition than low recognition trials across LFPs (paired t test, P < 0.01).

**Fig. 4.** Theta-band power preceding stimulus onset for novel stimuli is predictive of subsequent recognition. (A) Power spectrums from one example LFP during the 800-ms time period immediately preceding stimulus presentation. (B) Modulation of theta power for high recognition and low recognition trials across 114 LFPs. The area of significant power modulation across conditions is outlined in black. (C) Power in the 9– Hz band for the 444-ms window preceding (Left) and following (Right) stimulus onset, for high recognition (red) and low recognition (blue) trials. Power was significantly higher for high recognition than for low recognition in both time windows (paired t test, *P < 0.01).
input (49), it suggests that one function of hippocampal theta across species may be as a mechanism to promote neural processing of information gathered during the performance of “sensing” behaviors.

Our finding that hippocampal theta undergoes a phase reset with saccade onset is similar to the phase resetting observed in both rodent (28, 29) and human (30, 50, 51) hippocampus with stimulus events during performance of memory tasks. This phase resetting has several important implications for memory formation. For example, the induction of long-term potentiation in the hippocampus is preferential for particular phases of theta (36–38, 52, 53). Thus, phase resetting of the hippocampal theta rhythm may represent a mechanism to ensure that the hippocampus is in an “ideal phase” to integrate incoming sensory information into memory via synaptic plasticity. Additionally, hippocampal theta may be important for organizing interactions between disparate brain regions. Neurons in multiple brain regions, including pretfrontal cortex, are phase-locked to the hippocampal theta rhythm (54–56), and the amplitude of locally generated gamma-band (30–140 Hz) oscillations is also modulated by hippocampal theta phase (55, 57, 58). This latter phenomenon may be particularly important for memory, because gamma synchrony within and between MTL regions is enhanced during successful memory task performance (18, 59, 60). The degree to which interactions between brain regions are modulated by hippocampal theta phase may thus represent a mechanism by which theta organizes the routing of information within and between functional networks during memory formation and retrieval (57, 61, 62). It has also been suggested that theta serves as a “frame-setting” mechanism, where the theta cycle provides a reference in which multiple items are represented at different phases of the cycle (63, 64). In view of these functional models of hippocampal theta, phase resetting may represent a mechanism to align mnemonic processing temporally with potentially significant behavioral events (e.g., saccade/stimulus onset).

We also observed an effect of prestimulus theta-band power on memory, such that higher theta power preceding novel stimulus presentation, and persisting through at least the initial period of stimulus presentation, predicted better subsequent recognition. This result is consistent with studies in human patients with epilepsy showing positive correlations between prestimulus theta in the MTL and memory (40–42), and it suggests that theta oscillations are involved in “preparatory” mechanisms that bring the hippocampus into an “online” state (5). Because the monkeys in the current study were not explicitly trained to form a memory of the stimuli, it is unlikely that this preparatory state reflects an overt intention, or motivation, to remember the stimulus. An alternative explanation is that this activity is a component of an attentional process related to the anticipation of a novel stimulus, and that this anticipation is conducive to processes involved in memory storage (65). It was recently demonstrated that target detection performance fluctuates rhythmically within the theta-band frequency range (66), providing evidence that covert attentional processes, like some exploratory behaviors, are rhythmic in nature and possibly synchronize with oscillatory neural patterns.

In summary, these results provide a glimpse into a possible mechanism for memory encoding in the hippocampus during active exploration. This mechanism may involve linking saccadic behavior and hippocampal activity in such a way that the former establishes the optimal conditions for synaptic plasticity. The present results suggest that encoding of sensory information in the hippocampus is closely linked to the sampling routines used in active sensing, and that the precise timing of hippocampal activity relative to behavioral events affects the strength of memory formation.

**Methods**

**Behavioral Testing and Data Acquisition.** Procedures used for behavioral testing and electrophysiological recording are described in detail by Jutras et al. (18) and in SI Methods. Neuronal recordings were carried out in two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta).

Monkeys were tested on the VPLT while their eye movements were recorded using a noninvasive IR eye-tracking system (ISCAN). The monkey initiated each trial by fixating a white cross (1°) at the center of a computer screen for 1 s. Following this, the cross disappeared and a picture stimulus (11°) was presented and remained on the screen as long as the monkey continued to look at it, up to a maximum looking time of 5 s. The VPLT was given in 51 daily blocks of 6, 8, or 10 trials each, chosen pseudorandomly.

LFP and single-unit recordings were obtained from tungsten micro-electrodes placed in the anterior part of the left hippocampus, in the CA3 field, dentate gyrus, and subiculum (recording locations are provided in ref. 18). Data amplification, filtering, and acquisition were performed with a multichannel acquisition processor system from Plexon, Inc. The neural signal was split to extract the spike and the LFP components separately. For spike recordings, the signals were filtered from 250 Hz to 8 kHz, further amplified, and digitized at 40 kHz. For LFP recordings, the signals were filtered with a passband of 0.7–170 Hz, further amplified, and digitized at 1 kHz. Any additional filtering was performed in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.). Eye movement data were digitized and stored with a 240-Hz resolution.

**Data Analysis.** All analyses were performed using custom programming in MATLAB and using FieldTrip ([fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl]).

**LFP Spectral Analysis, Bout Detection, and Phase Concentration.** We calculated power spectra from LFP data after first limiting data segments to those recorded during blocks of VPLT performance, including intertrial intervals, prestimulus, stimulus presentation, and stimulus exploration periods. To calculate power spectra, the signals were transformed, providing spectral smoothing of individual episodes with duration criteria; this method is described in detail in refs. 8, 25–27 and in SI Methods. Power measures were calculated from LFP segments taken from blocks of VPLT performance, with each segment consisting of a block in its entirety.

To calculate theta power for pre- and poststimulus periods for individual trial power measures, we multiplied the raw LFP traces for each pre- and poststimulus period with one orthogonal taper function before Fourier transformation, providing spectral smoothing of ±1.67 Hz (for 600-ms segments taken from the prestimulus period or the calibration task) or ±4 Hz (for 200-ms segments taken from the stimulus viewing period). To calculate theta power for pre- and poststimulus periods for trial-averaged power measures, the same method was used, with the exception that before taper multiplication and Fourier transformation, we calculated the average LFP signal (i.e., evoked signal) across trials. Taper multiplication and Fourier transformation were then applied to each trial-averaged LFP segment. We then calculated the average power in the theta frequency band (6.7–11.6 Hz) for prestimulus and calibration task data and 4–12 Hz for data taken from the stimulus viewing period to obtain a theta power value for each LFP for presaccade and poststaccade periods.
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